Where CBF P is flow in ml/100 g/min, AV is the voltage difference of the thermocouples, and AV O Is the voltage difference of the thermocouples with no flow, which was 342.8 ± 12.9 /iv. * describes the characteristics of the probe and was determined to be 52,431.2 ± 4796.3. The average deviation of the calculated curve from the experimental data points was ± 63.
THE STUDY of cerebral ischemia requires cortical blood flow assessment which is continuous and accurate at reduced flows. We have employed a thermal diffusion flow probe based upon a Peltier stack to assess flow in both the laboratory and clinical environments. 1 "* This technique gives a dynamic flow recording and, theoretically, should be accurate at low flows since the thermal gradient is applied directly to the cortex. In order to evaluate these recordings better we have undertaken the following study to define further the calibration and physical characteristics of the device.
The probe consists of a thermoelectric heat pump in the form of a Peltier stack with "L"-shaped gold plates soldered to the hot and cold surfaces. Copperconstantan thermocouples are fixed to the approximate center of the contact surface of each gold plate so that the output voltage from the thermocouples is proportional to the temperature difference between the plates. Thermocouple and power leads are encased in a pliable cable extending from the device which is encased in plastic. The probe weighs 1.5 gm, and is 13 mm in diameter and 4 mm thick. Activation of the stack produces a temperature gradient between the plates which encompasses the ambient cortical temperature. Changes in cortical blood flow cause the thermocouple voltage to vary and this voltage is correlated with the fast component of Xe 1M clearance (F,). Observation of the flow probe with the operating microscope has revealed that the weight of the probe causes obstruction of the pial circulation, thus leaving the probe in direct contact with the cortical capillary bed. Application of weights up to 5 g on the probe to increase probe pressure on the brain has no effect on the recording. It is therefore unlikely that the 1.5 g weight of the probe alters the flow in the cortical capillary bed. Since cortical flow is much greater than white matter flow and the probe is in direct contact with the cortex, it appears reasonable to correlate the probe with F g in the exposed brain.
Method
Eleven mongrel cats were anesthetized with intraperitoneal sodium pentothal (40 mg/kg), paralyzed with gallamine triethiodide (20 mg) and placed on a positive pressure respirator. Additional gallamine and pentothal were given to maintain the animal on the ventilator. Bilateral craniectomies were carried out and a polyethylene cannula was threaded into the innominate artery. The flow probe was placed on the left parietal cortex and the Harshaw TASC-5 detector system was used to record Xem clearance curves from the right parietal cortex. One millicurie of Xe 1M dissolved in 1 cc of saline was injected through the cannula in the innominate artery and a 15 min Xe l u clearance curve was recorded. Only runs were analyzed that had constant cortical blood flow as measured by the probe (CBF P ) during the counting epoch. No run was accepted unless the initial counting peak was ^ 60,000 counts per min (CPM) and £ 200,000 CPM. Changes in respirator setting were used to alter Pcoi and thus CBF. At the end of each experiment cardiac arrest was produced by intravenous KC1 and a dead brain or zero flow value (AV O ) was obtained. The Xe 1M clearance curves were evaluated by 2 compartmental analysis and the F g was compared to the difference between the dead brain and the thermocouple output (AV) in microvolts (jiv) for each run. figure 1 .
Analysis of Data
It is apparent from figure 1 that the relationship has some linear characteristics. A least squares plot of the data is shown in figure 2 . This plot has a standard deviation of ± 11.4 and the Rho value for linearity is 0.98078, a perfect linear relationship being 1.0.
Even though the linear relationship seems to describe the calibration adequately, a mathematical formula was investigated. (See fig. 3 ).
The model described in figure 3 is applicable to the thermal diffusion flow probe since the gold plates are Since the power input to the stack is held constant and the brain is a large heat sink compared to the gold plates, Q net + Q D does not vary significantly. S F is the surface coefficient of the stack which does not change as long as the plates remain in contact with the cortex. a is a constant transfer factor for relating thermal conductivity to flow as used by Grayson 4 and y is the thermocouple constant that describes the relationship of voltage and temperature. If F, is 0 flow then AV, has been experimentally determined to be 342.8 ^v. ml/100 g/min, as determined by Xe 1M clearance, these were most likely in error, as pointed out by Risberg et al. 8 Olesen, Paulson and Lassen noted that bicompartmental analysis of intra-arterially injected Xe 1M is not valid at low flows." Iliff et al. stated that with reduced flows the resolution of clearance curves into two compartments is difficult and to some extent arbitrary. 10 A mean * of 52,431.2 ± 4796.3 was found by deleting these six values. Figure 4 demonstrates the plot of
The average deviation of the calculated curve from the 17 experimental data points was ± 6.3.
Discussion
Gibbs originally demonstrated that changes in cerebral blood flow could be detected using thermal techniques. 11 In 1952 Grayson found that changes in thermal conductivity are linearly related to blood flow, thus permitting quantitative evaluation. 4 Assessment of flow with thermal diffusion techniques in myocardium was demonstrated by Benzing al. have pointed out the dependence of thermal techniques on local vascular geometry; 14 ie however, this problem can be surmounted by the use of a larger contact surface, thus producing an averaging effect over the capillary bed and placing the probe on the cortex in a manner avoiding major vascular channels. Since the absolute temperature of the tissue being evaluated may change, Brawley used a Peltier stack to produce a temperature gradient which theoretically should not change significantly with gradual alteration in tissue temperature. 18 In 1973 Carter and Atkinson reported that indeed this does remain constant within the physiologic temperature range and the temperature gradient is linearly related to the fast component of Xe 1M clearance in the exposed cerebral cortex of cats up to 90 ml/100 g/min.
1 Xe 1M clearance in the exposed cortex was chosen as the experimental model for calibration because this is an accepted method of determining cortical blood flow (F g ). This technique differs from our previous study 1 by using a more sophisticated detector system and higher count rates, thus increasing the accuracy of the Xeu, clearance curves. Obviously the accuracy of the calibration depends upon the reliability of the Xe 1M clearance curves which have an estimated 7% error." At lower flow rates the accuracy of isotope clearance falls off due to less tracer entering the tissue initially. Fig. 4 . We confirmed this in the present study by constructing an equation to describe the relationship between F and AV. Below 35 cc/100 g/min <i > changed markedly.
$ should be the same for each flow probe at the same input to the Peltier stack. It depends upon the power transferred from the hot plate to the brain, the power transferred from the brain to the cold plate, and the characteristics of the stack, plates and thermocouples. Obviously, if the plates lose contact with the cortex or the Peltier stack, or plates are altered, $ will change. Figure 5 demonstrates our previously reported calibration curve of M, probe. 1 This probe was physically different than the M, B probe which was used in this study. The gold plates were of different size and shape, the Peltier stack was different and the power input was not the same; therefore <J > would describe a different curve. Probe M, A is of similar construction to M, B but was calibrated by comparing to M,. The M 8A and M aB have similar slopes which differ from the Mi slope.
One may question our placement of the probe on one hemisphere while measuring isotope clearance in the other; however, we believed this was preferable to looking at different lobes of the same hemisphere. Ideally one would record thermal and isotope clearance from the same segment of cortex but since this is physically impossible, the best alternative is to compare comparable regions in the 2 hemispheres. The cortical blood flow in the anesthetized cat is probably comparable for the same portion of the cortex in the 2 hemispheres. Physiologic activation can account for hemispheral differences in the awake subject, but under anesthesia it can be assumed that 2 comparable areas of the cortex on the 2 hemispheres have similar flow. We have checked this by moving the flow probe from one hemisphere to the other and have found no significant variation.
The thermal flow probe depends upon the thermal conductivity (K) of the tissue it interrogates. Since K depends upon the chemical composition of the tissue it should be reproducible on normal cortex. 17 -u However, pathological tissue such as tumor may have a different K value. The zero flow value of 342.8 fiv ± 12.9 has been found to be reliable even in animals dehydrated with mannitol. Since the chemical composition of cerebral cortex does not differ significantly among mammals" the K value should be approximately the same. Simultaneous isotope clearance and thermal flow have been measured in one patient with good correlation.* Human cortical tissue from brain resection and autopsy cases is now being studied to delineate further the thermal conductivity of nonperfused human cortex. Previously described thermal probes have been based on heated and neutral plates." The Peltier flow probe with an actively cooled surface has 3 advantages over such a probe:
1) The temperature gradient can be greater without heating the hot plate over 42 °C which could cause tissue damage.
2) Changes in cortical temperature affect a neutral plate directly while the cooled plate is not as directly affected. The temperature gradient is maintained despite alteration of the temperature of the brain.
3) A neutral plate may be affected by the heated plate's thermal field. This is less likely to occur with active cooling.
The thermal flow probe has some advantages over other techniques of measuring cortical blood flow such as isotope or hydrgen clearance. The thermal flow probe is theoretically more accurate at lower flows, and can demonstrate abrupt changes in flow. There is no need to perforate the pial membrane and the thermal flow probe is easy to use. These advantages make the technique useful for studying cerebral ischemia models and observing pharmacological effects in the laboratory. The probe has been of help in the operating theater and may provide some information in monitoring postoperative patients.
